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1.1 -SPLASH PANEL - The City of

Baltimore is in disarray and

mayhem ensues all around.

Trash lies in the streets.

People are starving. Babies

are crying. The homeless are

all around. Crowds form at

the welfare office on North

Ave. and Broadway. Shadrack

walks down the street holding

his mother Rita’s hand,

looking at the mayhem of his

neighborhood. The sky is dark

and gloomy even though it’s

morning.

Caption: Things look really

grim in East Baltimore for its

residents.

1.2 Shadrack and Rita sit in their

house and prepare for Bible

Study. They sit in their

well-lit living room. It’s

decorations are modest and

appropriate for a lower middle

class family in this time.

Caption: As usual, our hero and

his mother take time at the end of

the day to go to the Word of God

to find encouragement and guidance

for the week.

SHADRACK

So, Jesus taught us to help people

whenever we can?

RITA

That’s right baby. In the book of

Mathew, Jesus said, "For when I

was hungry, you have me something

to eat, I was thirsty and you have

me something to drink, I was a

stranger and you invited me in,"

SHADRACK

So, does that mean we have to help

everyone or just the people we

know?

RITA

It means you have to use your

compassion and love and help

whomever you can.

SHADRACK

Help whoever I can... help whoever

I can...
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1.3 Shadrack walks by several

homeless men on his street

corner as he and his mother

walk to school the next

morning. They are dirty and

malnourished. Clouds loom in

the sky.

Caption: Shadrack passes a

homeless man is his community

wondering how he can help him.

SHADRACK

Maybe he needs something to eat,

Mommy?

RITA

I’m sure he does baby. How about

we do something to about that?

Just you and me!

SHADRACK

Okay!! That sounds great!

1.4 Shadrack and Rita prepare

sandwiches and juices for the

homeless in their community.

The smile as they work. The

Sun peeks through their window

from behind the clouds.

Caption: All smiles as he helps

out those in need, Shadrack

prepares to make a positive impact

in his community.

SHADRACK

Just like Jesus, right Mommy?

RITA

You got it baby!

1.5 The pair stand on the street

corner at a table with a line

of homeless people waiting to

receive some of their goodies.

The clouds are almost gone

as the Sun shines brightly.

Happy faces stand just past

them with food in hand. Some

consume the sandwiches; some

drink the juices. Rita and

Shadrack smile as they feed as

many people as possible.

Caption: Looks like their sandwich

idea was a hit!
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1.6 Shadrack and Rita sit on their

living room couch exhausted.

Beads of sweat lie on their

foreheads. The trashcan

overflows with the supplies

from their sandwich making

venture. The clouds are gone

as the Sun goes down in the

background.

SHADRACK

Next time Mommy, can we make

more?? Then we can feed more

people!

RITA

Sure baby; but, I think the next

time we do it, we are gonna get

some help from Aunt Regina!

Caption: End Caption: After

feeding the homeless in his

community, Shadrack is more

determined than ever to live

like Jesus. Find out what he does

next in the next issue of CARTOON

SUPERHERO!!!


